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For many decades, nanomaterials have been the focus of
research and applications. Their specific properties, such as
surface-to-volume ratio, porosity, or antibacterial activity and
plasmonics, provide many interesting applications in the fields
of food stabilization, packaging materials, carriers for drugs,
signal enhancement, chromatography and even sensing. Tox-
icity is also discussed, depending on the form, size and coat-
ing. For this reason, a high number of publications can be
found that weigh the pros and cons of such nanomaterials.
Examples include carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or carbon nano-
wires, which have attracted interest from the scientific com-
munity since the first reports in around 1991. At SpringerLink,
more than 300 publications can be found that deal with CNTs,
with the number of publications having increased in recent
years. Accordingly, Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry
is keeping track of this type of material and its application
in the area of analytical chemistry. Future applications to
analytical sciences were first discussed in 2005 [1]. In the
beginning, the focus was on separation techniques, where
single-, double- or multi-walled CNTs were used in various
applications in the area of solid-phase micro-extraction or
as modified stationary phases in gas chromatography or
even in electrophoresis [2, 3]. According to their structure,
linear, bamboo and coiled CNTs are also identified. In
particular, coiled structures obtained by incorporating pen-
tagons or heptagons in the hexagonal sheets of CNTs in a
periodic way open up interesting possibilities for applica-
tions in the areas of nanocomposites, nanoelectronic de-
vices and nanoelectromechanical systems; these all provide
possible interesting applications in sorption, extraction and

chromatographic processes. In one of the recent publica-
tions [4], through the combination of micro-walled CNTs,
solid-phase extraction and gas chromatography, the detec-
tion and quantification of pesticides in matrices, such as
baby food, are improved; thus reducing the extraction time
and simplifying the extraction procedure compared with
conventional solid-phase extraction, and opening up
new ways to reduce the limits of quantification, accord-
ing to European Union residue limits in nutrition. These
CNTs are also successfully used in micro-GC chips,
because the single-walled CNT (SWCNT) stationary
phase has good separation abilities. Examples of possi-
bilities of functionalization are given in [5] to influence
sorption capabilities (Fig. 1).

The use of CNTs as a drug-delivery system is also inter-
esting and is opening up areas of nanomedicine. They are
considered to help, in particular, in cancer diagnostics and are
even effective in the treatment of diseases. CNTs can over-
come problems with penetration of the cell membrane as a
successful tool in modern healthcare. However, a recent pub-
lication balanced the advantages and disadvantages of using
CNTs in biological applications, which are of highest
priority in today’s clinical medicine, such as in disease
treatment and regenerative medicine. These advantages are
compared with problems of current research for in vitro
toxicity of CNTs for biomaterials and safety evaluation.
More data have to be determined and regulations have to
be introduced to reduce risks that arise during drug deliv-
ery and whole-body imaging, as well as effects on the
heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney and other organs. Pros,
cons and future requirements are discussed in detail in [6].
Finding the correct balance requires a deep understanding
of processes at and with these particles. Furthermore,
intensive characterisation of the CNTs themselves, as well
as their modification by ligands or marker molecules [7] is
essential. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
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[8] is a well-known technique and an attractive tool to
examine molecules in trace amounts in chemical and
biochemical analytics. In addition, plasmonics of metal
nanoparticles can enhance Raman spectroscopy; this means
that the technique can be used to examine, in detail, the
surface of CNTs or take advantage of localised informa-
tion in combination with plasmonic structure.

For a few years, CNTs have also been used as recog-
nition elements in electrochemical and optical sensing.
Functionalised SWCNTs provide distinctive redox peaks
for electrochemical detection. In combination with
aptamers, they have been successfully applied to the de-
t e c t i on o f th romb in o r coca ine . CNTs wi th
pentacyaneferrate-modified chitosan nanocomposites on a
glassy carbon electrode demonstrate bioelectrical catalytic
oxidation, which can be monitored using cyclic voltamm-
etry in a biosensor for glucose. A xanthine oxidase mod-
ified carbon film and multi-walled CNT/carbon film elec-
trodes allowed the design of a new hypoxanthine biosen-
sor [9]. Optical biosensors have also found various appli-
cations. In most cases, fluorescence is the measured signal;
either the near-infrared fluorescence of semiconducting
SWCNTs, for example, or their excellent quenching
ability in comparison to conventional organic quenchers
can be used. A promising application in the field of
environmental analysis, especially for determining
pesticides in water, is given in a review on the advances
of pesticide biosensors. Additionally, the current status,
challenges and future perspectives for CNTs are also
demonstrated for both electrochemical and optical
measurements [10]. Recently, biosensors in which the
recognition elements are immobilised on a paper strip have
gained increasing interest because of negligible costs for
disposables. Known from dipsticks, such paper-based sensors

have become the first choice for disposable sensors and inte-
grated sensing platforms. Within a recent review article on
sensing approaches on paper-based devices, the performance
and application possibilities for modified paper material con-
taining CNTs is discussed for electrochemical and optical read
out [11]. CNTs have even found applications in the interesting
use of molecular beacons [12].

Thus, a short survey of the literature demonstrates the
increasing involvement of CNTs in a large number of
applications to improve electrode qualities, for use as a
recognition element, or even as part of the detection
system. Such nanoparticles imply the development of fur-
ther characterisation methods. Further research is essential
to obtain more data and information on the properties of
these CNTs, which are interesting for various applications,
but are also toxic, either by themselves or through their
modified cores. The journal Analytical and Bioanalytical
Chemistry will continue to report on the analytical prop-
erties, characterisation techniques and necessary regulations
to overcome disadvantages in the future, since, at present,
these nanoparticles are used in cosmetics and nutrition.
Only modern analytics can supply detailed knowledge of
the properties of CNTs and safe applications in traditional,
cosmetics and medical fields.
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